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Abstract

Microstructural design for improving the strength–toughness balance was studied in
low-alloy steel. Medium-carbon steel bars with microstructures of two types such as an
ultrafine elongated grain (UFEG) structure and an ultrafine equiaxed grain (UFG)
structure were fabricated by multi-pass warm caliber rolling and subsequent annealing.
Conventionally, quenched and tempered steel with a martensitic structure and low-
carbon steel with a ferrite–pearlite structure were also prepared. The tensile and three-
point bending tests were conducted for all samples. In particular, the fracture behavior
after the bending test was observed in detail and investigated, including the effect of
microstructure features. As a result, the strength–toughness balance of the UFEG steel
was excellent compared with that of all other steels. The present results provide useful
guidelines for designing microstructure to improve the strength–toughness balance in
metallic materials.

Keywords: iron and steel, strength–toughness balance, grain refinement, anisotropic
properties, crack propagation

1. Introduction

Strong and tough materials are always needed in order to improve safety and performance
and to reduce weight in transportation and heavy machinery. It is not difficult to achieve high
strength with the help of the current materials science and technology. However, as shown in
Figure 1, strength and toughness in materials have a strong relation, and toughness decreases
with increasing strength, that is, strengthening of materials deteriorate toughness [1]. Few
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structural metallic materials are limited by their strength; rather, they are limited by their
fracture toughness. Unfortunately, most of materials research is still focused on the quest for
high strength.

Figure 1. Correlation between yield strength and Charpy full-size V-notch impact energy at ambient temperature in
structural metallic materials.

It was believed that refinement of crystal grains is an effective method for developing strength
and toughness in metallic materials without the addition of alloying elements; hence, ultrafine-
grained (UFG) materials are very attractive in materials science [2–4]. However, although a
refinement of crystal grain until submicronsized or nanosized grains are obtained normally
leads to higher strength on the basis of the Hall–Petch relation [4, 5], it does not always lead
to the improvement of toughness. Many results [5–9] indicated that the ductile-to-brittle
transition (DBT) temperature of bcc steels accompanied by a change in the fracture mechanism
from void coalescence to cleavage was improved by grain refinement, although the upper-shelf
energy became lower due to a decrease in ductility by strength enhancement. However, for
such UFG steels produced through severe plastic deformation processes, the relaxation of the
triaxial tension toward a state of biaxial tension resulting from the presence of separations of
the crack-divider type (see Figure 2a) appears to be one of the reasons [10, 11]. The fracture of
this type has often been observed elsewhere, such as in rolled steel pipes and plates and Al–
Li alloys, and it leads to the improvement of toughness at low temperatures because of
relaxation of the triaxial tension stresses generated by the localized plastic constraint at the
crack tip. Bourell [12] showed that for low-carbon steel, the separations markedly appeared
with increasing strain and decreasing temperature due to the development of {1 0 0}<1 1 0>
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texture in a rolled sheet. As a result, the upper shelf energy in the sheet decreased and the
lower shelf energy increased. The microstructure in Al–Li alloys used for the main fuel tank
of the space shuttle was pancake-shaped grains elongated in the rolling direction, and the
alloys had high toughness at liquid helium temperatures [13, 14]. This is due to delamination
toughening of crack-divider type, which is caused by the weak sites, such as the segregation
to grain boundaries and coarse Fe–Cu- or Mg–Cu-rich constituent particles.

Figure 2. Fracture types of delamination/splitting in anisotropic material containing specific planes of weakness in one
direction.

Figure 3. Schematic drawing of the caliber rolling with square grooves.

In our studies, warm caliber rolling (WCR) shown in Figure 3 has been proposed as a defor-
mation process to fabricate bulk UFG bars with a length of over 1000 mm, and this process has
already been reported to be effective for producing various metallic materials with UFG
structures. In these studies, a medium-carbon low-alloy steel of 1800 MPa tensile strength level
with ultrafine elongated grain (UFEG) structures showed an inverse temperature dependence
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of toughness in the Charpy V-notch impact tests [2]. In addition, in a low-carbon low-alloy
steel of 800 MPa strength with UFEG structures, the strength increased with the decrease in
thickness of the elongated ferrite grain structures, and the upper-shelf energy was maintained
until a low temperature was reached [15]. These toughening are attributed to mechanisms of
the crack arrester type (see Figure 2b), which arrests the propagation of main cracks. However,
in case of impact toughness such as the Charpy test, it is difficult to clarify the fracture behavior
because the occurrence, propagation, and linkage of microcracks are caused almost simulta-
neously during the impact loads. And, the property of toughness is sensitive to not only the
size of crystal grains but also their orientation and shape. It is of interest to systematically study
the strength–toughness balance on the static fracture toughness in UFG steel, the effect of
microstructure features with respect to its balance and fracture behaviors including crack
propagation.

In this chapter, medium-carbon steel bar with UFEG structure is fabricated by multi-pass WCR,
and steel bar with UFG structure is created by subsequent annealing. Also, two conventional
steels, medium-carbon steel with a martensitic structure and low-carbon steel with a ferrite–
pearlite structure are prepared. First, a three-point bending test is conducted at ambient
temperature, the fracture behaviors of each sample are compared, including bending load–
displacement curves and microstructure observation of crack propagation from the initial
notch. Next, the three-point bending test is conducted at a temperature range from 200 to
−196°C, and the effect of the heterogeneous microstructure is examined based on the strength–
toughness balance as well as fracture behavior.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Specimen preparation

A chemical composition of medium-carbon steel used in this study is Fe–0.39C–2.01Si–1.02Cr–
1.0Mo–0.21Mn–0.004Al–0.0022N–0.001O–<0.001P–<0.001S (all in mass pct). A 100-kg ingot
was prepared by vacuum melting and casting, homogenized at 1200°C, and then hot rolled to
a 40-mm-thick plate. A block of 40 × 120 L mm3 was cut out of the plate, solution-treated at
1200°C for 3600 s and then hot rolled into a bar of about 31 mm2, followed by water quenching.
The quenched bar was soaked at 500°C for 1 h, subjected to a caliber rolling simulator [16]
without any lubricant, and then air cooled. Eventually, a 14.3 × 930 L mm3 rolled bar was
fabricated. Hereafter, this sample is designated as the TF sample. To clarify the shape effect of
crystal grains on the strength–toughness balance, the TF sample was annealed at 700°C for 1
h [2]. Hereafter, this sample is designated as the TFA sample. For comparison, conventional
steels of the QT sample and the SM490 sample were prepared. To fabricate the QT sample with
a martensitic structure, a bar was solution-treated at 950°C for 0.5 h, followed by oil quenching,
tempered at 500°C for 1 h and then water cooled. The SM490 sample with a ferrite–pearlite
structure in a chemical composition of 0.15C–0.3Si–1.5Mn was heated to 900°C and held for 1
h, followed by air cooling [15]. The principal axes of the rolled bar in this study are defined as
shown in Figure 4a.
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2.2. Microstructure and mechanical properties

The appearance of specimens after the three-point bending test was observed through a digital
camera, and fracture surfaces were observed through a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
operated at 15 kV. The microstructures at the central parts in the rolled bars were observed
using the electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) method in an SEM equipped with a field
emission gun.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic drawing of the caliber rolling used in the present study and (b) position relation between a
rolled bar in a 14.3 mm2, a three-point bending specimen in a 10 mm2, and tensile specimen in round type.

All mechanical test samples were taken from the center in the rolled bars, as shown in
Figure 4b. Tensile tests were conducted with a crosshead speed of 0.85 mm/min (initial strain
rate 5 × 10−4/s) using specimens with a round cross section of 6 mm and a gage length of 30
mm. To prepare single-edge bend specimens in a three-point bending test, rectangular bars of
10W × 10B ×55L mm3 were first machined along the RD, and then a notch with a depth of a0 =
5 mm and a root radius of 0.13 μm as illustrated in Figure 4b was introduced using electro-
discharge machining with fine wire 0.2 mm in diameter. A three-point bending test with a
support distance of 40 mm at a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min was conducted at a temperature
range of 23 and −196°C in the QT, TFA, and SM490 samples and a range of 200 and −196°C in
the TF sample. The test was terminated when the specimen fractured completely or the
displacement reached 10 mm, which corresponds to the specimen thickness. Nonlinear
fracture mechanics methods on the basis of ASTM Standard E1820-01 were used to evaluate
the fracture toughness. The apparent fracture energy, J (KJ/m2), was calculated through the
following formula:

0

22   
   

au
plAJ Pdu
Bb Bb

= = ò
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where Apl is the area under the P-u curve, B is the specimen thickness, b is the ligament length
(W-a0), and ua denotes the displacement at which the test was terminated. All the values
presented are an average of two to four measurements.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructure evolution

The orientation maps for the QT, TF, and TFA samples and an SEM image for the SM490 sample
are shown in Figure 5. The QT sample has a martensitic structure of a random crystallographic
orientation, as shown in Figure 5a. On the other hand, the TF and TFA samples have a strong
α-fiber texture parallel to the RD, that is, RD//<1 1 0>, as shown in Figure 5b and c. There are
no significant differences in texture between the TF and TFA samples despite the annealing
treatment. In the TF sample, the average of transverse linear interceptions for the elongated
grains with misorientation angles of more than 10° was 310 nm. Furthermore, spheroidal
nanosized carbide particles of 50 nm and below were dispersed in the elongated grain matrix
[17]. In the TFA sample which resulted in the development of a granular grain structure, the
transverse size of the ferrite grains increased to 660 nm. Relatively large carbide particles (200–
300 nm) appeared to exist on the grain boundaries, while finer carbide particles were dispersed
in the grain matrix. On the other hand, the distributions of Kernel average misorientation,
KAM, which has a strong correlation with the dislocation densities within the cell interior of
the deformed structures, were analyzed from electron backscatter patterns (EBSP) maps shown
in Figure 5b and c. The average value of KAM for the TF and TFA samples was 0.65° and 0.38°,

Figure 5. Orientation maps on cross-sectional plane for (a) QT, (b) TF, and (c) TFA samples by EBSD analysis and (d) an
SEM image of SM490 sample.
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respectively. This indicated that the dislocation density for the TF sample was somewhat larger
than that for the TFA one. In the SM490 sample, the average size of the ferrite grain in Figure 5d
was approximately 20 μm [18].

3.2. Mechanical properties

3.2.1. Mechanical properties at ambient temperature

The static mechanical properties, including fracture toughness, J, at ambient temperature, are
summarized in Table 1. The TF sample with UFEG structure exhibited superior ductility,
despite the high yield strength. Generally, the plastic instability or necking during tensile tests
occurred immediately after the tensile stress reached the yield point by grain refinement.
However, the TF and TFA samples had superior uniform elongation, as well as reduction in
area. Such superior tensile–ductility balance has been seen for other warm rolled steels with
different compositions [15, 19, 20]. Similarly, steel wires with UFEG structures, dominated by
a strong α-fiber texture, exhibit superior tensile ductility despite their high strength [21]. The
steel with UFG structure created by the WCR exhibited superior reduction in area despite
showing an increase in strength and a decrease in uniform elongation [15, 22]. On the other
hand, the presence of finer carbide particles, homogeneously dispersed in the ferrite matrix,
improves the uniform elongation characteristics of UFG steels [23, 24]. These results explain
the superior ductility in the TF and TFA samples.

Strength (GPa) Ductility (%) Toughness
(kJ/m2)

Strength–
toughness
balance (GPa ×
kJ/m2)

0.2% yield
strength
σys

Tensile
strength
σB

Uniform
elongation
εu

Total
elongation
εt

Reduction in
area
δ

Fracture
energy
J

σys × J

QT 1.51 1.82 4.60 9.20 28.3 134 202

TF 1.86 1.86 7.00 14.8 40.2 5433 10105

TFA 0.99 1.06 9.80 22.0 51.3 1376 1362

SM490 0.36 0.53 18.4 30.0 79.0 2157 766

Table 1. Static mechanical properties at ambient temperature.

Figure 6 shows the P–u curves and the appearance of the samples after the bending test at
ambient temperature. The cracks in the QT sample propagated directly across the center
portion of the test bar, and the sample fractured with a peak loading (Pmax) of 12.3 kN, and
showed typical brittle fracture behavior. The fracture surface exhibited a quasi-cleavage of a
martensite structure, as shown in Figure 7a. In the TF sample, the crack branched parallel to
the longitudinal direction of the test bar, that is, the crack propagated vertically to the LD. The
steel was not broken as shown in Figure 6c. The fracture surface for the crack branching planes
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normal to the LD was characterized by a quasi-cleavage, and that for the planes roughly
parallel to the LD was characterized by a fine dimple structure (Figure 7b). Namely, the fracture
surface consisted of the delamination structure (⊥ LD) and the fine dimple structure (// LD).
The TFA and SM490 samples exhibited fully ductile fracture as shown in Figure 6a. In those
samples, shear lip was observed (Figure 6d and e), and the fracture surface consisted of a
dimple structure. In particular, in the TFA sample, a very fine dimple structure was observed
(Figure 7c).

Figure 6. (a) Bending load-displacement curves at ambient temperature. (b–e) Appearance of samples after the bend-
ing test.

Figure 7. SEM micrographs of fracture surfaces of (a) QT, (b) TF, and (c) TFA samples.

3.2.2. Temperature dependence on strength and toughness

Figure 8 shows the yield strength, σys, and the fracture energy, J, as a function of the test
temperature for all samples. In Figure 8a, as is well known, the σys increases with decreasing
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temperature. In Figure 8b, it can be seen that the J of the QT sample is very low due to brittle
fracture, regardless of temperature. The TFA and SM490 samples had a typical energy
transition curve, in which the J decreases with decreasing temperature. Furthermore, the
energy transition curve of the TFA sample is very similar to that of the SM490 sample exhibiting
a DBT from −40 to −100°C, although the J of the TFA sample is lower than that of the SM490
sample due to a difference in strength. The result suggests that it is difficult to improve
toughness by grain refinement only. On the other hand, in the TF sample, the J increased
remarkably as the temperature decreased from 200°C, reached a maximum near ambient
temperature and then decreased. Namely, the steel showed inverse temperature dependence
of the toughness, such as the Charpy impact toughness reported by [2].

Figure 8. Variations of (a) yield strength, that is, 0.2% proof stress and (b) fracture energy with temperature. In (b), data
points with upward-pointing arrows indicate that the specimens did not separate into two pieces.

4. Discussion

4.1. Crack branching and crack propagation behavior

As shown in Table 1, although the σys of the TF sample improved to 1.86 GPa, compared with
the QT sample, its J improved remarkably to 5433 kJ/m2 and was about 40 times higher than
that of the QT sample. On the contrary, the σys of the TFA sample decreased to 0.99 GPa, and,
similarly, its J decreased to 1376 kJ/m2 by annealing, although it improved about 10 times more
than that of the QT sample. Reduction in strength from TF to TFA samples is mainly attributed
to an increase in the sizes of transverse ferrite grains and carbide particles and a decrease in
dislocation density [17]. These samples had superior strength–toughness balance compared
with the QT sample. In particular, the TF sample had excellent strength–toughness balance in
all samples despite its highest yield strength.

Although the first load drop occurred at P1 = 10.1 kN in the TF sample, which was smaller than
the Pmax = 12.3 kN of the QT sample, the steel exhibited a noncatastrophic fracture behavior
with the evidence that the stepwise load increased beyond the P1 and yielded a maximum load
of 14 kN (Figure 6a). Finally, the test was terminated at u = 10 mm. In order to obtain a better
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insight into the mechanism responsible for the zigzag crack propagations, an interrupted bend
test was carried out. The test was stopped at u = 0.74 and 1.58 mm. Figure 9a presents the P–
u curves in the test interrupted at u = 0.74 and 1.58 mm and also, for comparison, the curves
from Figure 6a. Three curves for the TF sample showed the same features. The optical
microscope images near the initial notch at mid-thickness for the interrupted tests at u = 0.74
and 1.58 mm and for the terminated test at u = 10 mm are shown in Figure 9b–f. And Figure 9g
and h shows SEM images of the delaminating cracks in Figure 9e. It is found from Figure 9b
that a crack started to propagate vertical to the LD, from near the initial notch root, and then
the cracks propagated in a zigzag pattern along the longitudinal direction (Figure 9c). At u =
10 mm, many zigzag microcracks branching from the main zigzag crack, starting from the
notch root were observable in the test bars (Figure 9d). Furthermore, some microcracks (⊥ LD
and ∠45°LD) were seen ahead of and near the zigzag cracks (Figure 9e and f) [25].

Figure 9. (a) Bending load variations in a range of u = 1.6 mm or less. OM images near the initial notch at (b) u = 0.74
mm, (c) u = 1.58 mm, and (d–f) u = 10 mm of the TF sample at mid-thickness. (g) and (h) SEM images of the delaminat-
ing crack.

In the case of laminate composites [26] having a weak interface normal to the LD (Figure 2b),
the number of delaminations is dependent on the interfaces between layers. The ideal situation
for high toughness is that all interfaces will delaminate during the applied load. As a general
result, the load drops sharply after it attains the maximum value ((1)→(2) in Figure 10).
Subsequently, a plateau region (3) in which the load becomes constant appears, and the load
drops again. These load drops are due to crack propagation through the block of layers until
the crack is arrested at the interfaces, and delamination along the interfaces appears as the
plateau region. The extension of delamination is characterized by the ductility of the next layer,
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where a new crack is renucleated. This pattern is repeated until the sample is fully fractured.
Therefore, for delamination toughening, it is important to have not only a weak interface but
also a layer with plastic deformation abilities. As seen in Figures 6a and 9a, the load drops in
the TF sample are very small during bending tests, and many small load drops are seen until
u = 5 mm by increasing the load. Lath martensite, the initial microstructure in the TF sample,
shows a complicated hierarchical microstructure consisting of prior austenite grains, packets,
blocks, sub-blocks, and laths [17]. This characteristic is significantly different from laminate
composites. The composites bonded two or more materials through fabrication have relatively
straight and long interface. In the TF sample, the weak site that causes delamination is
predicted to be located in an elongated {1 0 0} cleavage plane and grain boundaries [2, 15, 27].
Furthermore, a UFEG structure with RD//<1 1 0> texture has superior plastic deformation
abilities. The extensive delaminating crack plane was produced with a fine dimple structure,
as observed in Figure 7b. Namely, not only a cleavage plane (crack∠45°LD) related to {1 1 0}
<1 1 0> but also a fracture plane associated with a plastic deformation was induced, together
with crack ⊥ LD related to {1 0 0} <1 1 0> and grain boundaries, during the bending test. Even
if many micro-cracks during the applied load occur by the presence of many cleavage planes,
the propagation of micro-cracks is arrested by many grain boundaries because the UFEG
structures are three-dimensionally intertwined. Under such a phenomenon, the microstruc-
tural damage is not localized, however, rather, is widely distributed over very large dimen-
sions, such as nacre [28, 29] or bio-inspired ceramic composites [30]. In the P–u curve, many
load drops, as shown in Figure 6a, appeared, and the P did not decrease with an increase in
the u by two effects, that is, the stress shielding associated with the interference of multiple
cracks and the improved plastic deformation associated with grain refinement and texture. As
a result, high strength with excellent toughness was achieved in the TF sample.

Figure 10. Typical load–displacement curve of laminate composite during three-point bend test.
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Figure 11. Strength–toughness balance for all samples. Data points with upward-pointing arrows indicate that speci-
mens did not separate into two pieces during the bending load.

Figure 12. Cross-sectional OM images of the TF sample at mid-thickness after the bending test at (a) 200°C and (b)
−196°C.

4.2. Strength–toughness balance

From the results in Figure 8, variations of toughness as a function of strength are obtained.
Figure 11 shows correlation between J and σys for all samples. The results of the QT, TFA, and
SM490 samples exhibited a typical strength–toughness balance. In the QT sample with strength
of more than 1510 MPa, the J showed a low value of below 134 kJ/m2 due to its brittleness at a
temperature range from 23°C to −196°C. In the TF sample, first, the J increases as the σys

increases from 1500 MPa, and then it yields a maximum at near 1860 MPa which corresponds
to yield strength at ambient temperature. Finally, it decreases with increasing σys. This variation
is attributed to unusual fracture behavior related to delaminating crack. The OM images of the
TF sample after the bending test at 200°C and −196°C are shown in Figure 12. At 200°C, fracture
manner exhibited ductile fracture (DF), and the crack propagated across the center portions
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of the test bars, although some delaminating micro-cracks (arrows in Figure 12a) were
observed. At ambient temperature (Figure 9d), a significant delaminating crack propagated
in a zigzag pattern along the longitudinal direction (Delami + DF). This zigzag crack occurred
because crack ⊥ LD and crack∠45°LD were linked, and this behavior was repeated on the basis
of the cleavage delamination mechanism. At −196°C, extensive delamination starting from the
initial notch root and zigzag delaminating cracks is observable in Figure 12b. Macroscopically,
the zigzag fracture paths appeared to have an angle of ±45° to the LD (Delami + BF). As a result,
the TF sample exhibited the excellent strength–toughness balance in all samples.

In Figure 8b, the J for the TFA sample with UFG structure was lower than that for the SM490
sample with coarse grain structure, despite the same ductile fracture. Figure 13 shows the OM
images of the TFA and SM490 samples after the bending test at ambient temperature and SEM
micrographs of fracture surfaces. It is found that the crack path in the TFA sample is relatively
smooth compared with the crack path in the SM490 sample. As seen from SEM micrographs
in Figures 7c and 13a, the fracture surface in the TFA sample consists of a very fine dimple
structure. On the contrary, the dimple structure of the SM490 sample observed in Figure 13b
is larger and deeper than that of the TFA sample. Hence, low toughness of the TFA sample is
attributed to difference in morphology of dimple structures related to grain size. As crystal
grain becomes smaller, decrease in ductile fracture toughness is considered. The plot (DF) at
σys = 1500 MPa for the TF sample shown in Figure 11 leads its prediction.

Figure 13. Cross-sectional OM images of (a) the TFA sample and (b) the SM490 sample at mid-thickness after the bend-
ing test at ambient temperature, and SEM images of fracture surfaces.

In Figure 11, the TF sample exhibited a ductile fracture at σys = 1500 MPa. On the contrary, the
QT sample exhibited a brittle fracture at the same strength. As a result, the J in the TF sample
is about 10 times higher than that of the QT sample. This is attributed to a difference in the
brittle fracture stresses in each direction associated with microstructural features. The brittle
fracture stress, σF, related to weak sites such as the cleavage planes or the grain boundaries is
a function of the crack size (it is replaced by the effective grain size, deff), and it is generally
independent of temperature [31, 32]. Hence, the σF increases with the decreasing grain size.
The grain size dependence of a fracture stress is higher than that of a yield stress [33]. The
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brittle fracture occurs when the tensile stress near the crack tip exceeds the σF. Normaly, the
deff of the steel with a martensitic structure such as the QT sample is reported to be packet or
prior austenite grain. On the contrary, the deff of microstructures such as the TF, TFA, and SM490
samples is ferrite grain size. The tensile direction of the maximum stress near the notch induced
by a bending test corresponds to the RD, as shown in Figure 14 [34]; hence, the crack generally
propagates parallel to the LD. However, in the TF sample with the UFEG structure of dt<<dL,
the σF//RD is very higher than the σF//LD, due to σF//RDαdt

(−1/2) and σF//LDαdL
(−1/2). Hence, the fracture

is dominated by brittle fracture stress, σF//LD, parallel to the LD. If a ductile fracture occurred
before the delaminating crack, the fracture manner exhibits the DF in Figure 11, and the J
becomes larger than that of the QT sample exhibiting the brittle fracture. On the contrary, even
if the delaminating crack of σLD (the tensile stress near the notch parallel to LD) ≤ σF//LD occurred
before a ductile fracture, the delamination relaxes the triaxial tensile stress near the notch and
arrests the propagation crack. As a result, the J remarkably increases by the fracture manner
of the Delami + DF.

Figure 14. Schematic illustrations of (a) tensile stress triaxiality near the notch under the plane strain condition and of
fracture stress for the elongated grains with a strong RD//<110>.

5. Conclusions

Low-alloy steel with an UFEG structure with an average transverse grain size of 300 nm was
fabricated by multi-pass caliber rolling at 500°C, and the steel with an UFG structure with a
grain size of 700 nm was fabricated by subsequent annealing at 700°C. Theses steels have yield
strength, YS, of 1.86 and 0.99 GPa at ambient temperature. For comparison, two conventional
steels, medium-carbon steel (YS = 1.51 GPa) with a martensitic structure and low-carbon steel
(YS = 0.36 GPa) with a ferrite (20 μm)–pearlite structure, were also prepared. They were studied
for the strength–toughness balance, the effect of microstructure features with respect to its
balance and fracture behavior including crack propagation. The main results are as follows:

1. The fracture toughness of the UFEG steel was about 40 times higher than that of the steel
with a martensitic structure, which exhibited a brittle fracture. This result is attributed to
delamination toughening with many zigzag cracks. The UFG steel exhibited a fully ductile
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fracture, and its toughness was about 10 times higher than that of the steel with a
martensitic structure.

2. The strength and the toughness in the UFEG steel exhibited anisotropic properties. In
particular, the toughness anisotropy was remarkable compared to the strength. The notch
orientation dependence on toughness is due to differences in the spatial distribution of
weak sites, such as {100} cleavage planes and boundaries of elongated grains.

3. The UFG steel and the ferrite–pearlite steel exhibited a typical energy transition curve,
and the J of the UFG steel was lower than that of the ferrite–pearlite steel at a temperature
range from 23 to −196°C. This result suggests that it is difficult to improve toughness by
grain refinement only.

4. The UFEG steel showed an unusual energy curve, that is, inverse temperature dependence
of the toughness, and the steel was not broken into two pieces at a temperature range from
−40 to 100°C due to the fracture manner with delamination and ductile structures. The
strength–toughness balance of the UFEG steel was excellent compared with that of all
other steels.
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